RIBBON
CUTTINGS
The heart of our work is our members, their successes, and their stories.
Our ribbon cutting events celebrate the driven, the ambitious, and the
spirited people who make Cobb County a remarkable place to grow
their businesses and pursue their dreams. Scheduling a ribbon cutting
is a tremendous way to celebrate your successes with the Chamber and
promote your grand opening, anniversary or remodel to the community at
large.

What our Members are Saying
“After starting my new business, I
knew that having a ribbon cutting
with the Cobb Chamber was a
crucial step in my business plan.
From scheduling our ribbon
cutting to sending our photos,
the Chamber staff was there

To help you begin the process of planning your ribbon cutting, the Cobb
Chamber suggests:
•

Scheduling a ribbon cutting for new facilities within six months of their
opening. Ribbon cuttings can also be scheduled to celebrate a remodel
or an anniversary.

•

Choosing a time for ribbon cuttings or grand openings Tuesday through
Thursday at 11 a.m. or 3 p.m. The chamber requires at least two weeks

every step of the way to support
and celebrate our event. I am so
thankful for the Cobb Chamber
team!”
- Christal McNair, Owner
Studio Bungee

prior notice.
To ensure a successful event, the Chamber serves you with the following:
•

Sends email invitations to Chamber staff and Ambassadors.

•

Provides a contact list of elected officials and media contacts.

•

Brings ribbon and large ceremony scissors to the event.

•

Will provide a Chamber staff member at the ceremony to take a ribbon
cutting photo.

•

Will send you an email of the ribbon cutting photos following the event.

•

Posts the photos to the Chamber’s website and social media channels.

•

Will feature a link to recent ribbon cutting page on the Chamber
website in the Chamber Breakdown (sent out to full email
distribution list).

For more information about ribbon cuttings, contact
Elizabeth McMahon at emcmahon@cobbchamber.org.
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